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UNITED sTATEs PATENT OFFICE. _ 
HAERYLARNBLD, or NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT, Ass'IGNoR To THE NATIONAL 

SPRING BED~_COMPANY, 0F vN’EW BRI 
CONNECTICUT 

TAIN, CONNECTICUT, A" CORPORATION or 
BED. 

Speciñcation of .Letters Patent.l 1.078,077. 
Applica-_tion ñled J'une 23, 1913. Serial No. 775,216. 

To all whom it may concern.' 
Be it known that I, HARRY B. ARNoLD,. 

a citizen of the United States, and a resi 
dent of New Britain, in the county'of' Hart 
ford and State of Connecticut, have invent 
ed a new and Improved Bed, of which the 
following is a specification. 
My invention relates more especially to 

that class of beds that may be arranged, in 
compact form to occupy comparatively little 
space, and that may be extended or unfolded 
when occasion requires to increase their ca 
pacity. . 
One form of device embodying my inven 

tion and in the construction and use of 
which thc objects herein set out, as well as 
others, may be attained, is illustrated in the 
accompanying drawings, in which 
Figurc 1 is a view in side> elevation of a 

bed embodying my invention with the up* 
per bed member partly raised, and with 
parts broken away. Fig. 2 is a top plan 
view of the same, the upper or movable bed 
frame, however, being removed by breaking 
off the uprights. Fig. 3 is a view in cross 
section through the bed/ron plane denoted by 
dotted line 3--3 of Figy2. .Fig 4 is a detail. 
view of the rests. Fig. 5 is a detail view 
showing the position of the uprights when 
the upper bed frame is fully raised. Fig. 6 
is a detail view showing the construction of 
thc tracks for the carriers. Fig. 7 is a de 
tail view showing the means for adjusting 
the sprocket chain. ' ' ` 

In the accompanying drawings the nu 
meral 8 indicates the head end and 9 the foot 
end of a bed of any approved t'form pro 
vided with the usual corner posts each hav 
ing tangs> 10 recessed to receive thetenon 12 
of a side rail`11, all of which parts are of 
ordinary and well known construction.` A 
bed frame rests upon the side rails 11, this 
frame including in'its construction .rests 13, 
end rails 14, guide rails 15-16, and clothes 
guards 17. >The rests 13have shoulders 18 
that rest upon the side rails 11, and the 
guide rails 15-16 are secured to these rests 
in any suitable manner, as are also the end 
rails 14 which are nl’ usual construction, 

`the base of the latter. 

From this construction it will be 

formedI from angle iron and arranged to re» 
ce1ve and sustain the spring fabric 19 of the 
bed. The guards 17 "pass through openings 
in the rests and are preferably held as by 
means of nuts engaglng they threaded ends 
lofthe rods. A folding elevating frame is 
located at each end of the bed frame, this 
including cross pieces 20 connecting the 
ends bf uprights 21, the latter being pivot-v 
ally connected at their'op'posite ends to an 
upper bed frame consisting ofside rails 22 
and‘end rails 23 suitably joined` and sup 
porting a spring fabric 24. Struts 25 are 
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pivotally connected to the uprights 21, pref- . 
erably about midway of the length of the 
uprights,'each strut being pivotally connect 
ed to a rest at the end ofthe strut opposite 
that at which it is join ed to the upright, the 
pivotal connection with the rests-being near 

The >rests 13 are 
squared at their upper ends to receive the 
corner pieces 26 of the upper bed part or 
frame, the ears 27 of said corner pieces 
restin outside of fingers 28 on the rests, 
where y the upper bed part is held securely 
against lateral movement when in its lower~ 
most position. A bracket 29 is secured to 
each of the lower guide rails 16, and a plat 
form 30 is supported by these brackets,j as 
herein _shown upon bars 31 secured to the 
bracket. A crank shaft 32 'is mounted in 
the bracket and in bearings upon the plat 
form and has a worm 33 meshing with' a 
worm wheel 34 on the shaft 35 of a sprocket 
wheel 36. A sprocket chain 37 extends> 
around sheaves 38 suitably mounted on the 
frame to support the chain in proper p0 
sition, the opposite end of the chain ,pass 
ing around a sheave 39 pivotally mounted 
on a bar 40 secured to a cross bar 41 sup` 
ported by brackets 42 depending from the 
side rails 16 of the lower bed frame. Track 
rails 43 are secured to the bar 40 on oppo 
site sides thereof, as clearly shown'fin Fig.~ 
6/of the drawings, and carriers 44 are se 
cured to the chains, each carrier being piv 
otally connected by a raising and lower 
ing bar 45 with one of the cross pieces 20. 
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when the upper bed frame is in its lower 
most position the struct-ure may be used for 
every purp‘ose required of a bed, the entire 
«space-between the' head and footA ends be, 

5 .ing utilized for bed >purposes and enabling 
the use of a 'mattressv of a length substan 
tially that of the distance between .the-head 
and foot ends.> " V g 

d It will be noted that by turnlng the han 
,10 dle‘46 and rotating the sprocket wheel 36,v 

_operating the l,chain 37, the carriers 44-will 
` be moved along- their tracks forcing the 
raising and lowering bars 45 against the 
cross bars 20, separating the latter, and, 

' '15 'through >the uprights 21 and struts 25, caus 
mg the upper bed frame to beraisedt'o‘its 
uppermost position, the uprights 21 assum 
ing-the position shown in Fig. 5 of the 

' drawings. The struts » 25'\ are channeled, 
20 preferably semi-circular in form in cross 

section, so .that the uprights 21 will pass 
into the channels as shown in Fig. 5 of the 
drawings,` and the rests 13 each have 'grooves 
47 formed at their upper ends-within which 

25 the `struts 25 are received, thus providing 
an extremely lgid and strong support for 
the upper bed section. ~` " 
.While I have shown and described herein I 

a preferred form of construction embodying 
myv ideas, this may be departed from to a 
-greater or lesser >extent and yet be Within 
the spirit and intent of the invention.~ ' 

` rl‘he rests 13, as Well as aßording a snp 
port for the upper vbed frame when in its 
lower" position, also serve as positioning 
means for the upright supports for said 

so 

`upper bed frame, as,` when the cross bars 2O ' 
are forced apart the upright supports will 
be received in the grooves 47, and should 
one ̀ of the supports on a single frame reach 

v its seat before the other, the force >imparted 
' to the cross bar 20 will cause theother sup 
port to be seated in its _groove 47 ,and the 
upright supports are thus positioned by the 
rests at the corners of the frame. , 
As a means for adjusting the sprocket 

chain 37, the saddle 48 upon 'which the 
vsheave 39 is supported has ,a lug 49 resting 
against an adjusting washer 50 supported 
on the bolt or’pin 51 that holds the bar 40 
in place, said pin projecting through a slot 

. inthe saddle@ This washeris flattened on 
different sides, the flattened parts being lo 

_ cated lat different distances from the center 
55 of the washer, so that by resting the lug 

against therdifferent _sides of the washer 
various degrees of tension lmay be given 'to 
the sprocket chain. ï 
When fthe' parts are in their lowered posi 

tions the force employed to raise the mov 
able bed frame is exerted so nearly length 
wise of the different leve or supporting 
members as to require considerable force for 
this vpurpose unless some means for impart 
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«ing livelinessi-toj‘the members be employed, 
and to thisl end springs 52 are secured to the 
.struts 2,5 and to the rests 13'as a means >of 
assistance in the raising action, especially 
at the beginning of such action when the 
springs are under the .greatest tension. 
These springs also form cushions for~ the 
upper bed frame when it is moved to its 
lowermost position. _ ` 
Iclaim: . 

l. A' bed including a‘ stationary bed frame 
with 'head and foot ends, a lmovable bed 
frame adapted to,be raised'jto an' elevated 
position, uprights pivotally vconnecting the 
stationary and movable bed frames, said up 
rights being disposed lengthwiseof said bed 
frames when> the movable framel is in lits 
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lowest position, and means for actuating the ' 
uprights. _ A 

2. A stationary bed frame including head l 
~and foot endsA connected by side rails` a 
movable bed frame adapted ‘_to be raised'fto 
an elevated position, uprights connecting 
said bed frames, said uprights being pivot 
ally connected to a frame at one end and~ 
slidably connected to a frame at the oppo 
site end, and disposed lengthwise of the side 
rails when the movable bcd section is in a 
lowered position, and means for actuating 
the' uprights. 

3. lA bed including a stationary .bed frame 
having side rails, amovable bed frame adapt 
ed to bel raised to _an elevated position, 
an elevating frame connected at its ends to 
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the two bed frames, said elevating frame _ 
including a cross bar slidably engaging one 
4of the bed iframes and an upright pivotally 
connected to the other frame, and means'for 
operating the elevating‘frame. ' 

4. A bed including a‘stationary bed frame ._ 
having side rails, a movable bed frame 
adapted to be' raised to an elevated position, 
and an elevating frame including a cross 
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bar held in slidable engagement with the l 
side bars of the stationary frame and mov 
able lengthwise thereof, said elevatingframe 
having an upright pivotally connected to 
the movable bed fra-me, and means for oper 
ating the elevating frame." s 

5. A bed including a stationary bed frame 
having guide 'rails extending lengthwise' 
thereof on eac/hy side,_a movable bed frame 
adapted to be raised to .an elevated position, 
an elevating frame including a cross bar ex 
tending between the guide railson each side 
of the stationary frame, said elevating frame 
including branches‘pivotally connected at 
their ends t0 the movable bed frame, and 
means for operating the elevating frame. 

6. A bed includingv a stationary bed 
frame having guide rails, a movable hed 
frame adapted to be raised to an elevated 
position, elevating frames each includin a 

\ cross bar and an upright, said elevating 
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, >frames having _a pair of guide rails ̀ located 
on each side thereof, elevating frames pivot 
ally connected to one of said bedk frames; 10 

15 

20 

¿frames being pivotally secured to the I_nov 
able bed frame, one at 'leach end thereof, 
means for »controlling'the4 movement of the 
elevating frames, and means »for forcing the 
»elevating frames apart. 

7. A bed _including a stationary bed 
frame and a movable bed frame, one of lsaid 

'at its opposite' ends, said elevating'frames 
including cross bars movably moiilliëed` 'be-_ . 
tween said guide rails, struts pivotally con 
nected to the elevating frames and to the' 
bed. frame to which the elevating frames are 
slidably connected, and means for forcing 
said cross bars apart. l  

8. A bedy including a stationary bed 
frame having pairs ofguide rails located 
on opposite sides thereof, a movable bed 
frame adapted to be raised to an elevated 

l position, elevating frames pivotally con 
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nected to the movable bed frame at its op 
posite ends, said elevating frames including 
cross bars movably mounted between said 
guide rails, struts pivotally connected to 
said elevating frames and also to the sta-_ 
tionary bed frame, and means for forcingv 
the cross bars of the elevating frames apart. 

9. A bed including a stationary'bed frame 
with rests located at iopposite corners there 
of, a movable bed frame adapted to be raised 
to an'elevated position, one of said bed 
frames having guide rails disposed in pairs 
on opposite sides thereof, an elevating 
frame pivotally attached to each end .of one 
of said bed frames, each elevating frame in 
cluding a cross bar and an upright, said 
cross bar of each elevating frame being 
movably mounted between said guiderails, 
a strut pivotally connected at one end to 
each upright and at its opposite end to the 
bed frame to which the upright is slidably 
attached, each strut having a groove to re 
ceive the upright when the latter is in its 
raised position, and means for forcing the 
cross bars apart. - 

10. A bed including a stationary bed 
frame with rests located at opposite corners 
thereof, said stationary bed frame having 
guide rails disposed in pairs on opposite 
sides thereof, a` movable bed frame adapted 
~to be raised to an elevated position, elevat 
ing frames pivotally attached one at each 
end to the movable bed frame, each elevat 

l ing frame including a cross bar and an up 
right, said cross bar of each elevating frame 
being movably‘mounted between said guide 
rails, a strut pivotally connected at one end 
to each upright and at its oppositev end to 
the lower bed frame, each strut having a 
groove to receive an upright when the latter 
is in its raised position, and means for forc 
ing the >cross bars apart. 

1,1. .A bed including a v stationary bed 
frame having pairs of guide rails located on 
>opposite lsides thereof, 'a movable bed frame 
ladapted lto be raised to an elevated position, 
yelevating` .frames each including a cross bar 
located'between the guide rails of each of 
Said pairs, and with branches extending up 
wardly outside of 4the- guide rails and piv- ' 
otally ̀ connected ait-their ends to the mov 
_able'zbed framastruts pivotally connected 
to p 'aid branching arms and to the stationary 

_frame to control the movement of said 
arms, and means'for forcing the cross bars 
of the elevating frames apart. 

12. _A bed including a stationary bed 
frame having rests located at the corners 
thereof, a pair of guide rails extending 
lengthwise of the frame on each side and 
secured to said rests, a movable bed frame 
adapted to be raised to an elevated position, 
an elevating frame located 'at each end of 
the stationary bed frame, each >elevating 
frame including a cross bar extending be-` 
tween said guide rails and upright supports 
pivotally connected to the movable bed 
frame, struts pivotally connecting the rests 
and upright supports, and means for forc 
ing the cross bars apart. 

13. A bed including a stationary bed 
frame having corner rests and a pair of 
guide rails located at each side of the frame 
and secured to the corner rests, a movable 
bed frame adapted to be raised to an ele 
vated position, an elevating frame located at 
each end of the stationary bed frame, each 
elevating frame including a cross bar located 
between said guide rails and upright sup 
ports located to be received in line by said 
corner rests, said upright supports being 
pivotally connected to the movable bed 
frame, struts pivotally connecting the up 
right’supports and corner rests, and means 
for forcing the cross bars apart. 

14. In combination in a bed including a 
stationarybed frame and a movable bed 
yframe adapted to be raised to an elevated 
position, a sprocket chain operatively con 
nected with the movable bed frame to oper 
ate it, a sheave to receive said >sprocket chain, 
a saddle to which the sheave is Secured, said 
saddle having a lug, a support for the sad 
dle, a pin projecting from said support 
through a slot in the saddle, and an adjust 
ing washer supported on the pin and against 
which said lug rests. 

15. A bed including a stationary bed 
frame having pairs of guide rails extending 
lengthwise on opposite sides thereof, a mov 
able bed frame adapted to be raised to an 
elevated position, -an elevating frame includ 
ing upright supports connected to be simul 
taneously operated and having projections 
located between said guide rails, means for 
operating the elevating frames, and means 
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upon the stationary bed frame for-deter- 1&0 fume the upright to its raised position, 
mining the position of the upright supports? and means to receive each of the uprights 10 

16. 'A bed including a- stationary bed> bo'aline them as they come to rest' with the 
frame,_ a movable Ybed frame adapted to be> movablebed frame in its raised osition. ' 
raised to an elevated position, an upright ' HARRY B. NOLD. 
pivotally connected to each side of' one of Wìtn: . - ' ‘ 

said bed frames, a connection between said R. CODAmE, 
uprights, means acting .upon said connection ». E. BERTRAM. 


